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TABLE I. Regional differences in the prevalence of asthma in

patients with COVID-19

Country

Percentage of

asthma with

COVID-19 (n/n)

Prevalence of

asthma in the

general population References

China 0.9% (5/548) 6.4% Li et al2

Italy 1.92% (20/1043) 6.1% Caminati et al1
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6. Coronavirus COVID-19 global cases by the Center for Systems Science and Engi-

neering (CSSE) at Johns Hopkins University (JHU). Available at: https://gisanddata.

maps.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e

9ecf6. Accessed April 30, 2020.

7. Italian Ministry of Health-COVID-19 pandemic update. Available at: http://www.

salute.gov.it/imgs/C_17_notizie_4632_0_file.pdf. Accessed April 30, 2020.
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Mexico 3.6% (270/7497) 5.0% Sol�ıs et al5

USA 9.0% (479/5700) 10.1% Richardson et al3

Ireland 8.8% (17/193) 7.0% Butler et al4

6

Reply
France 8.5% (3/35) 11% Belhadjer et al

Australia 25% (1/4) 13.9% Ibrahim et al7
To the Editor:
The article by Marco et al1 titled ‘‘Asthmatic patients in

COVID-19 outbreak: few cases despite many cases’’ discusses
the prevalence of asthma in patients with coronavirus disease
2019 (COVID-19) in the Northeast of Italy. The low prevalence
of asthma in patients with COVID-19 in Italy1 was consistent
withwhatwe observed in our study,2 butwasmuch lower than those
from the United States3 and Dublin.4 The reasons behind the
regional difference in the prevalance of asthma with COVID-19
are worth discussion.

We searched PubMed and Medline database for articles
published up to May 20, 2020, using the keywords
‘‘SARS-COV-2,’’ ‘‘COVID-19,’’ and ‘‘asthma.’’ As shown in
Table I,1-7 the prevalence of asthma with COVID-19 in each
country was listed as well as the prevalence of asthma in the
general population of the corresponding region.

The studies from China, Italy, and Mexico confirmed the lower
rates of asthma patients with COVID-19 when compared with the
prevalence of asthma in the corresponding general population
(0.9%, 1.92%, and 3.6%, compared with 6.4%, 6.1%, and 5.0%,
respectively).1,2,5 However, recent data released from New York
and Dublin indicated the high rates of asthma in COVID-19,
which were similar or a little higher than the prevalence of asthma
in the general population (9.0% and 8.8%, compared with 10.1%
and 7%, respectively).3,4 The other 2 small cohorts from France
and Australia also manifested the high rates of comorbidity of
asthma in pediatric patients with COVID-19.6,7

The reasons for the regional differences may partially be
attributed to the variety in the strictness of prevention and control
measures, the public awareness of self-protection, and the
detection strategy of SARS-COV-2. However, we also notice that
the risk of patients with asthma to COVID-19 in the regions with a
low prevalence of asthma seems lower than that in regions with a
high prevalence of asthma. The recent study suggested that TH2
cytokine may decrease the expression of angiotensin-converting
enzyme 2 (ACE2) in epithelial cells, but increase another SARS-
COV-2 entry protein transmembrane protease serine 2 (TMPRSS2)
gene expression. The regulation on the expressions of ACE2 and
TMPRSS2 in TH2-high patients with asthma differed from that
in TH2-low patients with asthma. Therefore, we may speculate
that the difference in phenotype and genotype of asthma may
contribute to the differential regulation of ACE2 and TMPRSS2
and be partially responsible for the variety in susceptibility of
patients with asthma to COVID-19 among different regions.

The other concern is the various clinical characteristics of
patients with asthma in the different regions; for example, high
body mass index in patients with asthma is more common in the
United States than in China and Italy. Obesity is related to an
increased risk of COVID-19. Obese patients are also prone to
have hypertension, which is a predisposing factor for COVID-19.
The different comorbidities with patients with asthmamay also be
one of the reasons for the regional differences in the prevalence of
asthma in COVID-19.

Asthma is a disease with marked heterogeneity. It would be
intriguing to investigate and understand how the heterogeneity of
asthma is attributable to the variability in susceptibility and
clinical course of asthma with COVID-19.
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Global lockdown, pollution, and
respiratory allergic diseases: Are we in
or are we out?
To the Editor:
We have read with great interest the work by Navel et al1

about the impact of the current coronavirus disease 2019
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FIG 1. Data on the 2020 concentration of atmospheric NO2 and the annual trend in the Lombardy region,

Italy.3
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pandemic on the burden of allergic diseases. The authors
suggest that, thanks to the global lockdown of the majority of
human industrial activities, the substantial reduction in air
pollution in the urban areas, a well-known inducer of
nonspecific airway inflammation, may have a positive effect
on seasonal allergic diseases.1 Indeed, we are now facing a
unique chance to decipher some of the complex interplays
between the outdoor allergens, the air quality, and respiratory
allergic diseases but, in order to have a full picture, we believe
more (f)actors are needed on the stage.2

It is true that, especially in the most industrialized areas, the
atmospheric concentration of some greenhouse gases, mostly
nitrogen dioxide (NO2), has substantially decreased when
compared with the previous years (Fig 1).3 In the same period,
we are facing the usual raise in the concentrations of outdoor
aeroallergens such as seasonal pollens: clinical and
experimental research has shown that such molecules can
interact by several mechanisms with particulate matters and
other chemicals, so as to ultimately exacerbate allergic
symptoms.4,5 For instance, pollutants can act as adjuvants by
binding to allergens and they can increase the IgE production.5

However, the expected benefits of improved outdoor air quality
on the exacerbation of allergic disorders may also be linked to
other phenomena that should be separately analyzed. First, a
near-universal face masking policy has been implemented in
the vast majority of the countries since the beginning of the
pandemic. Although primarily worn to protect themselves and
others from severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2
transmission, masks are also able to reduce the airway exposure
to inhaled aeroallergens depending on the presence and on the
type of a filter.6

Second, the urgent need for social distancing has prompted
most of the world’s population to be confined at home. We
must not forget that indoor air can also be full of several
biological aeroallergens (such as those derived from molds or
domestic pets) and chemical toxicants (tobacco, cooking
smoke, or cleaning products, which, ironically, are being used
more often to achieve environmental sanitization).2,7 When
inhaled, such molecules have also been shown to favor
oxidative stress of the respiratory mucosa and, thus, to
exacerbate inflammatory conditions such as asthma or allergic
rhinitis.2,7 Therefore, the important changes not only in outdoor
air quality and pollution but also in our current forcefully
indoor lifestyle may yield paradoxical effects on the allergic
population. When, in the next years, we will retrospectively
analyze the overall effect of this unprecedented situation on
the global burden of allergic and respiratory diseases, it is
necessary also to include real-world experimental data on the
aforementioned factors. We believe that only in this way we
can gather robust evidence and finally appreciate the real
consequences of the pandemic in this field.
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Reply
To the Editor:
We read with interest the relevant comment of Gallo et al1

concerning our recent Editorial.2 Globally, the severe acute
respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) outbreak
has upset the lifestyle of humans, increasing sedentary behaviors
with quarantine (ie, staying at home, tele-working, screen
activities), the fear of contagion (ie, social connections, mass
transit, and compulsive disinfecting), and probably a city dweller
migration to the periphery of crowed cities and surrounding
countryside. As explained by the authors, this exceptional period
seems to be salient to explore the complex interplay of
interactions between exposome (ie, indoor and outdoor
expositions), genetic heritage, lifestyle, and allergic diseases
expression. Interestingly, more than half the people stayed at
home to prevent the spreading of SARS-CoV-2 during the several
months of quarantine, involving amassive decrease in greenhouse
gas emissions related to human activities. Considering the
irritative factor of air pollution for the respiratory tract, the
eyes, and the skin, we could attempt a reduction in allergic
exacerbations mediated by nonspecific inflammation.
Considering that filtering face piece respirators (FFPs) reduced
the penetration of fine particulates ranging from 80% (FFP1) to
99% (FFP3), their global use during the coronavirus disease
2019 pandemic could protect people against outdoor and indoor
allergenic components.3 However, the authors rightly highlighted
that people were particularly exposed to biological aeroallergens
(ie, dust mites, domestic animals, or molds) and chemical
components (ie, ammonia, solvent, tobacco, and cooking smokes)
of home indoor environment during quarantine. Similar to the
concentration of diesel exhaust particles in a vehicle cabin
exposed to heavy traffic, nonventilated houses could condense
the toxicity of outdoor air pollution during several days. During
the past decades, some countries have developed models of
energy other than petroleum to promote more renewable energy
sources, that is, wave power, offshore wind power, photovoltaic,
or wood. However, it is widely accepted that home exposure to
wood smoke causes inflammation in the respiratory system.4

Promoting warm and humid environment, indoor activities
(ie, tele-working, cooking, and indoor sports) could improve the
exposition of airborne fungal spores in damp houses, increasing
the incidence of asthma and allergic diseases.5 Outdoor sports
practice being prohibited, some people could run or cycle in their
home. Moreover, evidence data showed that air pollutant expo-
sure during exercise could decrease the pulmonary and vascular
function in healthy individuals, increasing systemic and airways
inflammation and amplifying the dose of pollutants during endur-
ance physical activity.6 Thus, the benefit of the decrease in air
pollution could be attenuated by the massive exposure to indoor
pollutants, aggravated by the toxicity of disinfectants such as
bleach, rubbing alcohol, or quaternary ammonium—massively
used to limit the spreading of SARS-CoV-2. Considering that
the Hygienic Hypothesis highlighted the major role of micro-
biome to regulate the immune response to allergens, it would be
very interesting to evaluate the impact of the extensive use of hy-
gienic measures on the incidence of allergic diseases.7 Because of
the fear of contagion, people may avoid mass transit and increase
their commuting by individual car, which may in turn promote air
pollution—and the release of the highly allergenic fine particulate
matter.Wemay therefore see a bimodal response: a decrease in air
pollution during the confined period, followed by an increase in
air pollution—concomitantly with the effort of worldwide gov-
ernments to kickstart economic growth (despite ecological en-
gagements). To conclude, it will be salient to analyze the
aforementioned factors related to allergic diseases in forthcoming
months, to better understand the complex relation between aller-
gens, air pollution, immune response, and exacerbation of allergic
diseases.
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